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The paper collects tools for estimating rotations.
Starting from the classical representations with
quaternions concatenation rules for the Rodriguez pa-
rameters are given. Direct estimates for mean rota-
tions and for rotations from homologous spatial di-
rections are given. Two robust estimation procedures
are given for estimating the rotation matrix of a sin-
gle camera from observed straight line segments in
a legoland scene based on a grouping procedure for
line segment and and a clustering procedure on the
3-sphere.
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1 MOTIVATION

Estimating rotations in three dimensions (3D) is a
standard task in Photogrammetry. The orientation of
a single camera or an image pair contains the three ro-
tation angles as a subset of the parameters. In case of
estimating the exterior orientation cameras contain-
ing images of the stellar field only rotation parame-
ters appear as unknowns. This special case was the
basis for the doctoral thesis of H. Ebner 1968 (Ebner
1968). As rotations only can be represented with
nonlinear functions, usually trigonometric but at least
quadratic functions, maximum likelihood estimates in
general require approximate values. Using a appro-
priate representation, however, may enable direct so-
lutions which in some cases are optimal estimates.

We want to collect procedures for estimating rotations
in 3D which occur within photogrammetric orienta-
tion procedures.

Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted slanted
boldface, e. g. � or �. The operator ���� normal-
izes a vector to length 1 and a matrix to a rotation
matrix. Homogeneous vectors and matrices, which
represent the same object when multiplied with an ar-
bitrary scalar �� � are denoted with upright boldface

letters, e. g. �. Estimates are denoted with a hat, e. g.��. We often use the skew matrix

��
�
� ���� �

�� � ��� ��
�� � ���
��� �� �

��
depending on a vector which allows to write the
crossproduct as a matrix vector product � � � �
��� � ���� � ��� �.

2 REPRESENTATIONS OF ROTATIONS

2.1 Parameterization

Rotations in 3D can be represented by 3 independent
parameters. Redundant representations with more
than three parameters exist and show certain advan-
tages. There are many ways for representing rotations
(Rinner 1957, Schut 1958/59, Rinner and Burkhardt
1972, Faugeras 1993). Some of them are given to-
gether with their mutual relations (cf. table 1)

� Eulerian angles:

��� �� ��

Their advantage is the simple geometric inter-
pretation, specially in connection with physical
devices. The disadvantage is the large number
of rotation matrices being generate by the same
rotation angles, depending on the selection and
sequence of axes and whether they are stable or
moving. Moreover, the rotation matrix contains
trigonometric expressions in the angles. We will
not use this representation.

� Axis-angle representation:

��� ��

Its advantage is the simple interpretation. Its dis-
advantage is the instability of the axis for small
rotations and the redundancy in the represen-
tation. Also here the rotation matrix contains
trigonometric expressions of the rotation angle.
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Table 1: Relations between representation of rotation parameters. For small rotations the rotation vector
��� �� �� is identical with the Rodrigues vector �.

������ �� � ������
���� �������	��� (1)

� Quaternions:

� � ���� ��� ��� ���
� �

�
��
�

�
With the vector part of the quaternion � �
���� ��� ���

� They give an algebraic representa-
tion of the rotation matrix

����� �



����

�
���� � �

����  ����  �����

�
(4)

It is non singular thus is uniquely defined (up to a
sign). Both being advantages at the cost of a redun-
dant representation with four values. In case the 4-
vector � is normalized to 1, the rotation matrix only
contains quadratic terms in the parameters (cf. eq. 2).

� Rodrigues representation (Rodrigues 1840):

� � �	� 
� ���

with an algebraic expression of the rotation ma-
trix (cf. eq. 3) closely linked to the quaternion
representation.

It is a minimal representation. It has been used
in the PAT-programs for the aerial triangulation
(Ackermann et al. 1970) due to its simplicity.
However, it cannot represent rotations of 180�

as can be seen in table 1.

� Skew-matrix representation:

� � ��� � ���

also leading to an algebraic expression for the
rotation matrix:

����� � ������
������� � �����������

��

(5)

As � � 
��� (cf. table 1) the Rodrigues matrix
(3) also can be written as

����� � �� � �	���
����  �	���

Observe, all representations, except the one with Eu-
lerian angles, are linked through the rotation axis and
the rotation angle. Given a rotation matrix, these can
be derived from the relations

� �

�� ��� � ���
��� � ���
��� � ���

�� � � ��	� � ��� � 
� ����

derivable from (1) and therefore

� � ���� � � arctan2����� ���� 
� (6)

Also observe, the quaternion representation is the
only one which, except for the sign, is unique and
shows no singularities.

Other representations such as���� � ��� also rotat-
ing around � (Rodrigues 1840, Faugeras 1993) may
be useful in real time applications.

2.2 Concatenation

Rotations form the special orthogonal group of matri-
ces, ���. thus the concatenation of two matrices ��

and ��� leads again to a rotation matrix � � �����

and an inverse exists, known to be the transpose.
Now, epresenting the rotation with three angles does
not allow a simple concatenation. But, all other rep-
resentations give rise to a simple concatenation rule,
being based on the concatenation of quaternions.

Classical concatenation of two quaternions � �
���� �� and � � ���� �� results from Hamilton’s
quaternion algebra, where

� � ��

is defined by

�� � ���� � ��� 	 � ��  ��  � � �
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As the Rodrigues and the skew-matrix representation
are special cases of the quaternion representation they
also can be concatenated easily. For the Rodrigues
representation we obtain for two rotations �	�� 
�� ���
and �	��� 
��� ���� the combined rotation �	� 
� ��
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with
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�
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For the skew-matrix representation we obtain for two
rotations
���� �� ��� and ����� ��� ���� the combined rotation
�	� 
� ��

� �
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Concatenation in the axis-angle represenations can go
via the Rodrigues-representation.

2.3 The 3-Sphere and finite Rotation Groups

As rotations in 3D can be represented as unit quater-
nions, thus 4-vectors of length 1, they cover the com-
plete three dimensional space of the 3D unit sphere
�� in ���, short the 3-sphere.

This interpretation of the 3D-rotations has an analogy
when representing rotations in 2D and directions in
3D. In 2D all rotations in the plane cover the unit cir-
cle, the �� in ���, the 1-sphere, and all directions in
3D to cover the unit sphere �� in ���, the 2-sphere.

If one needs approximate values for 3D-rotations one
could select a finite number of rotations which are
equally spaced in the 3-sphere. Their voronoi tessel-
lation would then evenly fill the complete 3D-space
of the 3-sphere.

On the 2-sphere �� this would lead to the 5 Platonic
polyhedra, the tetrahedron, the hexahedron, the octa-
hedron, the pentagon dodecahedron and the icosahe-
dron. E. g. the octahedron would suggest the 6 direc-
tions up, down, right, left, front and back to be crude
approximate values for directions on the sphere. The
voronoi cells of these 6 points then are 6 quadrangles
with great circles as sides and 120� angles in the cor-
ners. They form a regular tessellation of the 2-sphere
��.

Ebner (Ebner 1968) used the hexahedron and the do-
decahedron tessellation, among others, for simulating
equally spaced stars for the accuracy analysis in his
thesis.

Similar tessellations exist on the 3-sphere ��.

They form finite rotation groups (Coxeter 1963), i. e.
two centers with quaternions �
 and �� , representing
rotations, after multiplication, thus concatenation of
the rotations, lead to an element of the same group.
Examples are the rotation group of the tetrahedron
with 12 elements, the rotation group of the octahe-
dron with 24 elements and the rotation group of the
icosahedron with 60 elements. Horn (Horn 1990)
suggested to use the elements of the octahedron group
as approximate values for the rotation matrix in an it-
erative scheme for relative orientation.

We will need the octahedron group in the procedure
for estimation the rotation matrix from straight lines
in a legoland image. The problem there is, that the
numbering and the direction of the three axis �, �
and � is not known. Thus one obtains the rotation
not uniquely. It is uncertain up to all rotations a rect-
angular tripod may go through to fit into a rectangular
coordinate system: these consist of the 8 octants and 3
orientation in each octant, thus 24 possible rotations.
As � and �� represent the same rotation we come up
with the 48 elements being the centers of this tessel-
lation of the 3-sphere.

2.4 Choice of Representation

It often is difficult to choose the appropriate represen-
tation. There appear to be a few rules which might
guide this choice:

� In case rotations need to be linked to a physi-
cal device or need to be interpreted by a human,



choose a representation with angles, e. g. with
Eulerian angles or the axis-angle representation.

� In case rotations are only used computer internal,
choose algebraic representations, such as quater-
nions or the Rodrigues representation, or just the
rotation matrix itself. This seemed to be the rea-
son to choose the Rodrigues representation for
estimation and was the motivation to use as ex-
change format for orientation parameters the ro-
tation matrix not the rotation anglesin the PAT-
programs (Ackermann et al. 1970). This simpli-
fies the documentation of the orientation param-
eters.

� In case the estimated rotations are small or you
have good approximate values, use any suitable
representation with the minimal set of three pa-
rameters, e. g. Eulerian angles or the Rodrigues’
representation. This avoids redundant represen-
tation and the necessity to use constraints in es-
timation.

� In case the rotations may be arbitrary especially
close to 180� use a redundant representation,
e. g. quaternions or the complete rotation ma-
trix.

3 ESTIMATING ROTATIONS

3.1 Orthonormalization of a Matrix

Assume we have an approximation 
 for a rotation
matrix. The rotation matrix which is closest to
may
be defined to minimize

����
�� � min

As ����
��� � �����
�����
�� � ������
���
���
�� ���

�� minimizing ����
��
is equivalent to require

���
� � max

The optimal rotation matrix approximating a given
matrix 
 can be determined from the singular value
decomposition
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and is given by

�� � ��
�
�
� �� � (15)

Proof: (Arun et al. 1987)

3.2 Averaging Rotations

Assume we have given several rotation matrices
�
� � � 
� ���� � and need to determine an average ro-
tation matrix ��. This can be achieved in two ways.

3.2.1 Averaging Rotation Matrices The average
rotation matrix can be determined by simple averag-
ing and normalization:

�� � �
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This is statistically meaningful, as in case the rotation
matrices are close to each other the variances of the
corresponding elements are identical, i. e. ������� �

�������� which motivates simple averaging.

3.2.2 Averaging Quaternions As second method
first determines the unit quaternions �
, with ��
� � 

using the axis-angle representation and (6), averages
those

� �
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to obtain the unit quaternion

�� � ����

and determines the corresponding rotation matrix
from (4).

This estimate of the mean is identical to the least
squares estimate for equally accurate orientation an-
gles under the constraint ����� � 
.

In this case one can estimate the variance of the rota-
tion angles using the deviation of the average � of the
quaternions from 1. We obtain for small angles

���� �
� �

�� � ��
�
� ����

Proof: Let the mean normalized rotation be �� with
���� � 
. Then the individual rotations are �
 � �� ��

with small rotations ��
 � ����������� ��
� � �
 �
���
 ��� ��
�. Then the mean of the �
 is
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 ��� � �� the proof is complete.



3.3 Rotation from Homologous Points on the 2-
Sphere

Assume � homologous points, i. e. pairs of normal-
ized direction vectors �
��
�� � � 
� ���� � and on the
2-sphere be given, which are assumed to be related by

�
 � �
 �� (16)

The directions are assumed to circular error ellipses
but may have different weights �
.

This problem also occurs in absolute orientation
where the estimation of the translation, the scale
difference and the rotation can be separated (Sanso
1973, Arun et al. 1987): The translation can be de-
termined from the centers of gravity of the two point
sets. The squared scale difference can be determined
from the ratio of the sum of squares of the distances of
the points to the centers of gravity. Then only the de-
termination of the rotation matrix is left and eq. (16)
can be interpreted as model for the remaining rotation
between the centered point sets, thus 
 and �
 hav-
ing not length 1. However, this only has influence on
the weighting.

Minimizing

�� �
�
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is identical to maximizing

� �
�
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with respect to the rotation matrix, thus under the con-
dition �� � � .

There are two classical methods, one with a singular
value decomposition, one with quaternions.

3.3.1 Solution with Singular Value Decomposi-
tion The function (17) to be maximized can also be
written as

� � ������� � max (18)

with the matrix

� �
�
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Thus with (15) we obtain

�� � ����

(cf. (Arun et al. 1987)).

3.3.2 Solution with Quaternions In case the ro-
tation matrix is represented with a unit quaternion �,
thus ��� � 
, the rotation matrix contains purely
quadratic expressions in the 4 elements of � (cf.
eq. (4) and (18)). We therefore can write (17) as a
quadratic form

� � ����

which has to be maximized with respect to the con-
dition ��� � 
. Thus the optimal rotation can be
derived from the unit eigen vector corresponding to
the largest eigenvalue of� as unit quaternion (Sanso
1973, Faugeras and Hebert 1983, Horn 1987).

3.3.3 Solution with Skew Matrices The third so-
lution uses the skew-matrix representation. With the
rotation vector � the original problem �
 � �
 can
be written as

�� � ����
 � ��  ���
 ��

which after using ��� � ���� yields

����  ����� � 
 � �
 �� (19)

Collecting all sums of skew matrices in the �� � �
matrix
 � 	��� ���
 and all differences of direc-
tions in the ��-vector � � 	
 � �

 we obtain the
least squares solution

�� � �
�
���
��

which obviously is not optimal, due to the random
errors in 
. But it may be used as a good approxima-
tion.

The individual equations in eq. (19) cannot be
solved for � as the sum of two skew matrices is
skew and therefore singular, thus contains linear de-
pendent equations. In contrast to the procedure in
(Brandstätter 1991) for deriving the rotation matrix
in relative orientation, also based on the skew-matrix
representation, the procedure above does not select
certain equations for obtaining a solution.

4 ROTATION MATRIX FROM STRAIGHT
LINES OF A LEGOLAND SCENE

Assume one image of a scene is given which domi-
nantly contains three sets of parallel lines which are
mutually orthogonal, as e. g. images of buildings.
Such scenes are called legoland scenes. The three
sets of parallel lines of a legoland scene in general
map into three bundles of lines intersecting at vanish-
ing points. The directions from the projection center
to the three vanishing points are parallel to the lines
in 3D, thus are mutually orthogonal. Therefore one



can determine the position of the projection center,
i. e. the main parameters of the interior orientation
and the rotation matrix from one image using a spa-
tial resection. However, clustering the lines into the
three groups is a task of its own, which may be linked
to the determination of the vanishing points of the ro-
tation matrix.

We present three algorithms:

1. Determine the interior orientation and the rota-
tion matrix from three vanishing points.

2. Determine the rotation matrix from noisy line
segments using the geometry of the vanishing
points, provided the interior orientation is given.

3. Determine the rotation matrix from noisy line
segments using the quaternion representation,
also provided the interior orientation is given.

4.1 Rotation Matrix and Interior Orientation
from Vanishing Points

Assume the three vanishing points �
� � � 
� �� �
of three mutually orthogonal sets of straight lines is
given. Their coordinates are 	
 � ��
� �
�

�.

We first want to determine the rotation matrix pro-
vided the interior orientation is given and then give a
procedure for determining the three main parameters
of the interior orientation.

4.1.1 Rotations Matrix from Vanishing Points
In case the interior orientation is known, especially
the principle point is ���� ��� and the principle dis-
tance is � 1, we just need to determine the normalized
directions from the projection center to the vanishing
points

�
 � �

�� �
 � ��
�
 � ��

�

��
and collect them in the matrix

� � ����������

which due to measuring errors is close to the rotation
matrix. Normalization�� � ����

yields a rotation matrix.

Instead of the normalization one could also impose
the orthogonality constraints in an adjustment proce-
dure taking the precision of the vanishing points into
account.

�We choose the sign of � such that the equation � � � repre-
sents the image plane in the coordinate system of the camera.

Figure 1: shows the geometry of the vanishing points
�
 in an image with principle point � and projection
center �. The three lines ��
 and the three planes
��
�� are mutually orthogonal. Thus also the lines
�
� are orthogonal to �
���
��, with cyclical in-
dices.
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4.1.2 Interior Orientation from Vanishing Points
In case the interior orientation, namely the principle
point 	 � ���� ��� and the principle distance � are not
known, we first determine them from the vanishing
points �
. This can be interpreted as determining a
spatial resection, given the three mutually orthogonal
directions to the three given vanishing points. The
special geometry allows to derive simple expressions.

The principle point is the intersection of the lines �
�
perpendicular to the sides �
���
�� of the triangle of
the vanishing points and passing through the vanish-
ing points (fig. (1)).

The coordinates ���� ��� of the principle point � can
be derived from the intersection of two lines �
� and
are given by (Förstner 1999)

�� � �
����

���
�� �

���

���

where  � ���� ��� ���
� and � � ���� ��� ���

� con-
tain the coordinates,

� �

�� 
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��
contains the three dot products of the 2D-point vec-
tors. More explicitly one obtains

�� �
���� � ���	��	� � ��� � ���	��	� � ��� � ���	��	�

��� � �����  ��� � �����  ��� � �����
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the denominators being equal to double the area of the
triangle of the vanishing points.

The principle distance � is given by

� �

��	
 � 	���	� � 	�

for all � �� � resulting from the orthogonality of the
three rays ��
.

4.2 Rotation Matrix by Grouping Parallel
Straight Lines

Assume only a set of straight line segments is given
and the interior orientation to be known. The task is
to determine the rotation matrix.

The idea of the following procedure is to group line
segments belonging to the same group of parallel
lines and exploit their mutual orthogonality. It has
been realized and empirically investigated (Wydera
1995).

Formally, let � straight line segments �
� � � 
� ���� �
be given. They are assumed to belong to 2, 3 or 4
classes, namely, ��, �� and possibly �� and ��, where
��, �� and �� represent sets of lines which are paral-
lel in object space and mutually orthogonal, and �� is
a set of noisy background edges. The principle point
���� ��� and the principle distance � of the camera,
modeled as pinhole camera, are given. The task is to
classify the given line segments, determine the rota-
tion matrix and thereby check the validity of the inte-
rior orientation.

The line segments �
 are given by their start and end
points, ��� ���� � ���� and ������� � ����

For the geometric analysis we represent image points2

���	�� and image lines ���� as elements of the pro-
jective plane ���, visualized by the unit sphere �� em-
bedded in ���.

We have for points ����� � ��� �� and line segments
with starting and end point �� � ����� ��� ��

 and
�� � ����� ��� ��



���	�� � 	� � �

�� ��
��
�

�� � ���� � � � ��	��	�� �

(20)

Thus points are represented by their direction from
the origin �, the projection center, to the image point
� , and lines are represented by the normal of the pro-
jecting plane, passing through the line and the projec-
tion center.

�not to be confused with the principle point � .

Figure 2: shows left edge segments with a vanish-
ing point in the middle of the image plane and right
the distribution of the normals on the 2-sphere, from
(Wydera 1995).

Figure 3: shows left edge segments with a vanishing at
infinity, middle the distribution of the normals on the
2-sphere and right the relation between the image size
��, the principle distance, here � , and the angular
length � of the cluster, from (Wydera 1995).

In the following we assume the � normals �
 �
� �� �  �� �  ��� to be the only available data.

Observe the principle point and the principle distance
to be necessary in order the vectors �
 actually to rep-
resent the normals of the projecting planes in a Eu-
clidean space.

4.2.1 The Distribution of the Given Data on ��

We now discuss the distribution of the given normals
�
 on the 2-sphere, being the basis for the grouping
process:

1. The normals of the sets ��, ��,and �� lie on 3
great circles !�, !� and !� which are mutually
orthogonal. The poles of theses circles are iden-
tical with their intersection points and in expec-
tation represent the 3 vanishing points ���	��,
���	��, and ���	��. The normalized directions
	
 can be collected in a � � �-matrix being the
sought rotation matrix (cf. above)

� � �	� 	� 	�� (21)

linking the object and the camera frame.

The deviations from the circles !� represent the
uncertainty of the directions of the image seg-
ments towards the vanishing point in concern.

Because the image is of limited size only parts of
the great circles are populated in general: a van-
ishing point in the center of the image may lead



Figure 4: shows the combined distribution of all edge
normals, assuming no noise, from (Wydera 1995).

to a fully populated circle (cf. fig 2), whereas
a vanishing point at infinity leads to a great cir-
cle which is populated only partly (cf. fig. 3,
precisely � � ������	 ��� where ��� is is the
maximum coordinate.

The combined distribution is shown in fig. 2).

2. The normals of the noisy background edges ��
are more or less evenly spread over ��.

The actual distribution will be rotated arbitrarily.

4.2.2 The procedure The task now is equivalent
to identifying the three great circles.

This is done in four steps:

1. 1st vanishing point: Find the first of the three
vanishing points by selecting a line segment and
confirming it to lie on one, say !� of the three
great circles. The orientation of this great circle
fixes 2 of the 3 unknown parameters. Its pole is
the first vanishing point ��. Image edges close
to that great circle are collected in ��.

2. Find one of the remaining great circles, say !�,
fixing the second vanishing point ��. Infer the
third vanishing point �� using the orthogonality
constraint. Image edges close to these great cir-
cles are collected in ��, and �� resp. Not yet
classified edges form the set ��.

3. Determine the optimal position of the vanish-
ing points by using all edges in the correspond-
ing class and by taking the uncertainty of the
edges into account, which mainly depends on the
length of the edges. This also will yield covari-
ance matrices for these points, representing their
uncertainty

4. Determine an optimal estimate for the rota-
tion matrix by exploiting the orthogonality con-
straint. Depending on the number of detected
vanishing points also the interior orientation may
be updated in a Bayesian manner.

The next sections discuss the first two steps in more
detail.

4.2.3 Finding the First Vanishing Point Finding
the first vanishing point is the crucial part and per-
formed in the following manner:

1. Select a line segment which is likely to point to
a vanishing point with normal, say �.

2. Project the normals of the other segments onto
the plane "� orthogonal to �:

��


 � ��� ��
 (22)

where the projection matrix

� � � � � �� (23)

performs the projection and, using � �
��� �� 
�� the rotation matrix

�� �

�� ��� � ��

���� � ��� ��

�

�� (24)

rotates the plane "� in such a way that the �-
values of the projected vectors ��
 are zero. This
leads to the combined projection, replacing (22)

��


 �

�� ��� � ��

���� � ��� ��

�

���
 (25)

Practically only the first two elements of the ��

s are used.

3. Select all those ��
 which lie within a distance ��
from the origin ��� �� and normalize

��


 � ����


� (26)

4. Find the maximum of the empirical circular dis-
tribution of the angles �, taking into account the
"-periodicity of the distribution. This can be
achieved in linear time using the empirical cir-
cular histogram of the directions � mod ".

Alternatively one could search for the shortest
interval on the unit circle, containing a specified
percentage of the directions � mod ". This re-
quires ��# ���#� operations. The empirical in-
vestigations, however, did not confirm the higher
complexity empirically.

5. If step 4 succeeded, the direction �max��max�
represents an estimate for the first vanishing
point in the rotated plane "�. Rotating back with

�	��	� � �max � �
� ����� �max ��	�max ��

(27)
yields an approximate direction to ��. If step
4 did not succeed, go back to step 1 and select
another line segment.



The rational behind this procedure is

� It is possible to select a line segment which actu-
ally belongs to one of the three sets of 3D-lines
with high probability, e. g. when selecting the
longest line segment in the image.

� It is unlikely that the selected line segment
passes through two vanishing points, e. g. form-
ing the horizon. This would cause the circular
distribution to have two peaks namely those of
the two vanishing points in concern.

Therefore it is likely that the circular distribution has
only one peak.

Violation of rational 1, i. e. in case the system se-
lects a background edge, no pronounced peak would
occur, which can be detected by analyzing the his-
togram. Violation of rationale 2 would do no harm,
as both peaks can be used as result of this first step.

4.2.4 Finding the Second and the Third Vanish-
ing Point Based on the first vanishing point ���	��
the second and the third vanishing points again are
found by cluster analysis.

1. Project the normals of the remaining segments
onto the plane "� � �	� and normalize

���


 � ����� ��
� (28)

again with the projection matrix

� � � � � �	��	

� (29)

and the rotation matrix

�� �

��� ��� � �	��


���� � �	��� �	��


�	�

��� (30)

thus the complete projection reads as

���


 � �

���� ��� � �	��


���� � �	��� �	��


�

���


�� (31)

2. Find the peak in the empirical distribution of the
���


 � ����$
 ��	$
�. Here the periodicity of
"�� is taken into account by replacing the angles
$
 by $
 mod "��

3. If step 2 succeds it yields the best normal
�max���$max� which when rotated back yields

the second vanishing point ����	
��	
� � with

�	
��	
� � ���

max � �
� ����$max ���$max ��

(32)
Otherwise go back to finding the first vanishing
point.

4. An approximation for the third vanishing point
���	�� results from

�	
��	
� � ���	

��	
� � �	

��	
� � (33)

by using the legoland assumption.

5. Classify the line segments into ��, ��, and ��.

The rational behind this step is the following: If the
first vanishing point actually belongs to one of the
three main directions and a second vanishing point
can be found, it is likely that a reduced histogram
in step 2 actually shows one pronounced peak. If no
peak in step 2 is found either the first vanishing point
is the only one in the scene or it is not belonging to the
three main directions of the legoland scene. Observe
that the procedure up to this point does not check the
existence of evidence of a third vanishing point before
the classification step.

Discussion:

� The system requires three control parameters,
namely the expected percentage of edges to the
vanishing points (two values) and a tolerance for
finding the peaks in the circular histograms.

� The system can also handle the case of only two
groups of parallel lines (cf. figures 5 to 7).

� The system is limited to images with enough
edges per vanishing point. A limiting case is
shown in figures 8 to 10, where the determina-
tion is very unstable.

� The computing time for the clustering itself was
in the range of 0.3 seconds.

� The procedure can be generalized to the case of
unknown interior orientation, as the the search
for the first vanishing point may be repeated
without taking the orthogonality constraint into
account.

4.3 Rotation Matrix by Clustering on the 3-
Sphere

Instead of grouping the line elements into three
groups, pointing towards the vanishing points the fol-
lowing procedure directly determines the parameters
of the rotation.

The idea is to represent the ���� by unit quaternions
� on the ��, determine for each line the subspace in
�� and find the optimal � by clustering in ��. The
procedure has been realized (Heinen 1998) and em-
pirically investigated.

For doing this we observe the following (cf. fig. 11):



Figure 5: shows the image of a high building.

Figure 6: shows the automatically extracted edges of
the high building.

1. The unknown rotation is determinable up to the
elements of the rotation group of the hexagon or
the octahedron. Due to the sign ambiguity of
the quaternions this group therefore has 48 el-
ements. Its voronoi tessellation consists of 48
spherical cubes with the corners cut off (cf. fig.
11, left). Thus the cells of the tessellation are
polyhedra with spherical faces, 6 of them being
regular octagons, 8 of them being regular trian-
gles, all sides being great circles on ��.

2. Given a vanishing point � in the image the rota-
tion matrix � is defined up to a rotation around

Figure 7: shows the found vanishing points of the high
building.

Figure 8: shows the image of a nice building.

Figure 9: shows the automatically extracted edges of
the nice building. Observe the few edges for the left
vanishing point.

the axis �� from the projection center.

3. The set of all rotations around a given axis cor-
responds to a great circle in ��.

4. For each line segment in the image there exist
 possible positions for the vanishing point, in
case this line segment actually points towards a
vanishing point. Thus the set of all rotations in-
duced by a single line segment � corresponds to
a set of great circles in ��, thus a surface ���� in
��.

The set of line segments ��
� pointing towards a
common vanishing point �� therefore leads to a
set of surfaces �
� intersecting in one great circle
�� in ��, in case no noise is present.

Figure 10: shows the found vanishing points for the
nice building.



Figure 11: a) Central cell of voronoi tessellation of
the octahedron group in ��. b) Each line segment
�� induces a set of vanishing points �
, which can be
sampled as directions from the projection center �
towards the image plane and leads to torus on the 3-
sphere.

Cell of O-Group Line and the representation of its vanishing points
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5. The intersection of at least three of such surfaces
��� � � � 
� �� �, or at least two of such great cir-
cles ��� and ��� is the sought point � ���� in ��,
represented by a unit quaternion and giving the
sought rotation matrix.

The practical procedure is a clustering procedure. It
uses the gnomonic projection of �� into ���. This
projection maps points � of �� to a tangent plane %
by � � � �� � % , thus great circles to straight lines.
This is an advantage when filling the cluster space.

The central voronoi cell can be tessellated parallel to
the three axes of ���. The accumulator thus is re-
stricted to a cube surrounding the gnomonic projec-
tion of the central cell of the voronoi tessellation of
the permutation group. The restriction to the interior
of the central cell around ��� �� �� leads to an estimate
for � which is closest to the unit matrix.

This procedure however requires to generate three
great circles per vanishing point candidate on a line
according to items 2 and 3, thus to three surfaces ����
for each line �, as the numbering of the vanishing
points is not known.

The sampling of the possible vanishing points for
one line segment can be performed on the unit circle
around the projection center � in the projection plane
&��� ��. Only half of this circle, preferably showing
to the image plane, needs to be considered (cf. fig.
11b).

Due to the small size of the central cell no severe ir-
regularities are to be expected in the density of the
sampling of ��.

Several problems needed to be considered:

1. Define the accumulator size, i. e. the size of the
cube covering the central cell of the tessellation
after the gnomonic projection. Also determine
the number of cells.

This has shown to be the range �����
� ���
� in
all coordinates in the 3D tangent space (for de-
tails cf. (Heinen 1998)). The number of cells
need to be larger than 60�, as otherwise the peak
in the accumulator could not be detected.

2. Determine the form of ���� for a line.

Topologically it is a torus as the set of points on
a line is cyclic. In the gnomonic projection it
is a ruled surface, which is easy to use in the
clustering procedure.

3. Derive an efficient procedure for filling the accu-
mulator with a straight line.

The Bresenham algorithm for drawing straight
lines on a raster screen can be used to advantage

4. Analyze the uncertainty of the points on the line
segments and the effects onto the corresponding
circles and deriving an efficient procedure for
filling the accumulator with an uncertain straight
line.

For efficiency this has been realized by smooth-
ing the content of the accumulator after filling.

5. Empirically testing the system with real data and
determining its performance.

As expected, the accumulator has been found
to be quite populated as for each line segment
three surfaces need to be added. Also the peak
in the accumulator has shown to be not well
pronounced. However, the second largest peak
showed to be low enough to result in a reliable
solution in all cases which could be expected to
be solvable. The procedure appeared to be quite
robust. E. g. with only 5 lines in each of the
three directions the rotation could be correctly
determined. Though three lines would be suffi-
cient in the ideal case, the multiple filling of the
accumulator requires a larger number of lines per
group. In case of 5 lines per group and less than
30 noisy edges the probability of finding the cor-
rect rotation was above 98 %.

Discussion:

� The procedure requires only one control param-
eter namely for evaluating the peak.

� The system can also handle the case of only two
groups of parallel lines.

� The system requires enough lines per vanishing
point.

� The procedure cannot directly be generalized
to the case where the interior orientation is not
given.



� The computation time was in the range of a
minute, the main part being the smoothing of the
accumulator. This appears to be the price payed
for having a one step procedure.

5 OUTLOOK

The examples for estimating rotations show the ad-
vantages of the different representations. Eulerian an-
gles were not used, due to the complexity of the re-
sulting rotation matrix. Only a few applications are
given. All orientation procedures in Photogrammetry
requiring 3D rotations may take advantage of the al-
gebraic representations. The statistical properties of
the estimates have only touched. Explicit expressions
for describing the accuracy, i. e. covariance matrices
for the estimated rotation parameters need to be in-
vestigated.
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